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Reading the CFP
Reading the CFP

- Read all the instructions more than once…
- Note Deadlines
- Concentrate on the Criteria
Breakout Rooms

Practicing Reading a CFP
10 mins
Key Aspects of Grant Proposals (General)
Key components of any grant/fellowship proposal

✔ Abstract
✔ Statement of Need
✔ Project Description
✔ Qualifications
✔ Budget
Reminder reviewers are facing....
Standing Out Among a Sea of Others
How to stand out?

- Clear short statement of the project
- Articulation of the stakes of the project
- Accessible jargon-free writing
- Confident statement of abilities
- All of this in the first page
Breakout Rooms

10 mins

- What is the project?
- Why is it important?
- What is at stake?
- Why are you the person to do it?
Places To Find CFPs

https://www.usaid.gov/work-usaid/find-a-funding-opportunity

https://grad.lehigh.edu/financial-support/grants-fellowships
Questions?